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**Description of Amendment**

- **EXISTING GROUND TO BE SCALED UP AND REMOVED TO TIP**
  - **EXISTING ILLUMINATED SIGN AND POST TO BE REMOVED TO TIP**
  - **EXISTING ILLUMINATED COLUMN TO BE TAKEN UP OR DOWN AND REMOVE TO TIP**
  - **EXISTING ILLUMINATED COLUMN TO BE TAKEN UP OR DOWN AND REMOVE TO TIP**

- **HUMP HEIGHT 75mm ABOVE C'WAY**
  - **HUMP HEIGHT 75mm ABOVE C'WAY**
  - **HUMP HEIGHT 75mm ABOVE C'WAY**
  - **HUMP HEIGHT 75mm ABOVE C'WAY**

- **NOTE**: HUMP HEIGHT 75mm ABOVE C'WAY
  - **NOTE**: HUMP HEIGHT 75mm ABOVE C'WAY
  - **NOTE**: HUMP HEIGHT 75mm ABOVE C'WAY
  - **NOTE**: HUMP HEIGHT 75mm ABOVE C'WAY

- **EXISTING CARRIAGEWAY TO BE TAKEN UP AND REMOVED TO TIP**
  - **EXISTING CARRIAGEWAY TO BE TAKEN UP AND REMOVED TO TIP**
  - **EXISTING CARRIAGEWAY TO BE TAKEN UP AND REMOVED TO TIP**
  - **EXISTING CARRIAGEWAY TO BE TAKEN UP AND REMOVED TO TIP**

- **FRAME PROPOSED CONCRETE GULLY WITH D400 COVER AND POST/LIGHTING COLUMN**
  - **FRAME PROPOSED CONCRETE GULLY WITH D400 COVER AND POST/LIGHTING COLUMN**
  - **FRAME PROPOSED CONCRETE GULLY WITH D400 COVER AND POST/LIGHTING COLUMN**
  - **FRAME PROPOSED CONCRETE GULLY WITH D400 COVER AND POST/LIGHTING COLUMN**

- **PROPOSED GULLY TO EXISTING GULLY OUTLET**
  - **PROPOSED GULLY TO EXISTING GULLY OUTLET**
  - **PROPOSED GULLY TO EXISTING GULLY OUTLET**
  - **PROPOSED GULLY TO EXISTING GULLY OUTLET**

- **PROPOSED 150mm DRAINAGE PIPE TO BE INSTALLED**
  - **PROPOSED 150mm DRAINAGE PIPE TO BE INSTALLED**
  - **PROPOSED 150mm DRAINAGE PIPE TO BE INSTALLED**
  - **PROPOSED 150mm DRAINAGE PIPE TO BE INSTALLED**

- **PROPOSED SIGN(S) AS ANNOTATED ON EXISTING**
  - **PROPOSED SIGN(S) AS ANNOTATED**
  - **PROPOSED SIGN(S) AS ANNOTATED**
  - **PROPOSED SIGN(S) AS ANNOTATED**

- **PROPOSED SIGN(S) AS ANNOTATED. SIGN MUST BE SET**
  - **PROPOSED SIGN(S) AS ANNOTATED. SIGN MUST BE SET**
  - **PROPOSED SIGN(S) AS ANNOTATED. SIGN MUST BE SET**
  - **PROPOSED SIGN(S) AS ANNOTATED. SIGN MUST BE SET**

- **PRECAST CONCRETE KERBS TYPE EF 255mm**
  - **PRECAST CONCRETE KERBS TYPE EF 255mm**
  - **PRECAST CONCRETE KERBS TYPE EF 255mm**
  - **PRECAST CONCRETE KERBS TYPE EF 255mm**

- **PROPOSED BELISHA BEACON REFER TO STREET LIGHTING 13108-4. SUB BASE 150mm TYPE 2**
  - **PROPOSED BELISHA BEACON REFER TO STREET LIGHTING 13108-4. SUB BASE 150mm TYPE 2**
  - **PROPOSED BELISHA BEACON REFER TO STREET LIGHTING 13108-4. SUB BASE 150mm TYPE 2**
  - **PROPOSED BELISHA BEACON REFER TO STREET LIGHTING 13108-4. SUB BASE 150mm TYPE 2**

- **SUB BASE 150mm TYPE 2**
  - **SUB BASE 150mm TYPE 2**
  - **SUB BASE 150mm TYPE 2**
  - **SUB BASE 150mm TYPE 2**

- **13108-4, 50mm AC20 DENSE BINDER 100/150 TO BS EN**
  - **13108-4, 50mm AC20 DENSE BINDER 100/150 TO BS EN**
  - **13108-4, 50mm AC20 DENSE BINDER 100/150 TO BS EN**
  - **13108-4, 50mm AC20 DENSE BINDER 100/150 TO BS EN**

- **RESURFACED WITH, 150mm TYPE 1 SUB-BASE, 100mm EXISTING CARRIAGEWAY TO BE TAKEN UP 350mm AND 25mm AC6 DENSE SURFACE COURSE 100/150 TO BS EN**
  - **RESURFACED WITH, 150mm TYPE 1 SUB-BASE, 100mm EXISTING CARRIAGEWAY TO BE TAKEN UP 350mm AND 25mm AC6 DENSE SURFACE COURSE 100/150 TO BS EN**
  - **RESURFACED WITH, 150mm TYPE 1 SUB-BASE, 100mm EXISTING CARRIAGEWAY TO BE TAKEN UP 350mm AND 25mm AC6 DENSE SURFACE COURSE 100/150 TO BS EN**
  - **RESURFACED WITH, 150mm TYPE 1 SUB-BASE, 100mm EXISTING CARRIAGEWAY TO BE TAKEN UP 350mm AND 25mm AC6 DENSE SURFACE COURSE 100/150 TO BS EN**

- **AC32 BASE COURSE 40/60 TO BS EN 13108-4, 60mm AC20**
  - **AC32 BASE COURSE 40/60 TO BS EN 13108-4, 60mm AC20**
  - **AC32 BASE COURSE 40/60 TO BS EN 13108-4, 60mm AC20**
  - **AC32 BASE COURSE 40/60 TO BS EN 13108-4, 60mm AC20**

- **TOPSOIL + GRASS SEEDING**
  - **TOPSOIL + GRASS SEEDING**
  - **TOPSOIL + GRASS SEEDING**
  - **TOPSOIL + GRASS SEEDING**

- **NOTES**
  - **NOTES**
  - **NOTES**
  - **NOTES**